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                                 Los Padres CATESOL 2011 Conference 
                 Santa Barbara, CA 

 
Preparing for Success 

 

PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room 304                   45 min 

 
Student Panel            Panel 
Hosted by:  John Robertson        
 
Current advanced-level ESL students from Intensive English Programs, adult education, 
and community college credit programs will introduce themselves, their language-
learning aspirations, and their experiences with studying English. Teachers attending 
this panel discussion will gain insight into the needs and motivations of these students 
as well as their preferences in language instruction. This is a great way to help fine-tune 
your approach to the teaching task.   
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room 305                              45 min 

 
Improving Oral Presentations in Overloaded Classes           Workshop  
By:  Jeffrey Hanson – UCSB                                   A, CC, C/U , IC 
  
This workshop will explore various ways to improve both shorter and longer oral 
presentations in writing courses, with the goal of increasing student enjoyment, 
motivation, and learning—all while saving precious course time. Participants will sample 
and discuss related activities and receive online access to various handouts to adapt for 
their own classroom use.  
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room 306                   45 min 

 
Ten Principles of Servant Leadership:  Tools for Teachers and Students          Workshop 
By:     Diane Silvers Ed.D. -  ESUHSD Adult Ed Program        S, A, CC, C/U IEP, G 
                                  
The presenter highlights the essential elements of each of the ten principles of Servant 
Leadership while focusing on the concept of Building Community in the classroom. This 
is a practical, real-world addition to the teaching experience, and the students’ 
classroom experience. The presentation helps teachers to build positive learning 
environments and at the same time empower their students by teaching them about 
global citizenship.  
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Session 1  10:15 – 12:00      Location:  Room 307                   45 min 

 
Pronunciation 101- Increasing student understandability through accurate vowels and 
word stress               
By:    Paul Mori – Kaplan / Westmont College             Workshop 
              A, CC, IEP, G 
Do your students have a difficult time remembering correct vowels? Are their words 
hard to understand because of improper stress? When they encounter new words, do 
they make the same errors? Learn the basics of accurate vowels and syllable stress that 
will lead to quick, repeatable, and lasting results. 
  
                      
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room 308                   45 min 

  
Summer & Overseas Opportunities and Experiences          Discussion 
By:    Marie Chin - EF                                                                                                          A, IEP, G 
 
As a new graduate of the TESOL program, do you know what you want to do next? Even 
as seasoned TESOL teachers, we still feel the excitement and fear of the unknown “next 
step.” In this presentation, several recent and past TESOL graduates will share their 
summer and overseas opportunities and experiences. 
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00      Location:  ECC11 – First of Two Sessions      1 hr  45 min 

 
Interactive Vocabulary Development                      Workshop 
By:    Dr. Ann Lippincott - UCSB Teacher Education Program     E, S, CC, C/U                  
 
Teacher-participants in this interactive workshop will actually DO a variety of hands-on 
research-based activities that promote vocabulary development, with a special focus on 
academic language. Activities will include: Contextual Redefinition, Concept Circles, 
Mind Reader, and Give One-Get One. Teacher participants will also be introduced to 
List-Group-Label, OPIN (compared with CLOZE and Note Taking Scaffolding) and Terms-
Definitions Cut/Paste.   
 
 
Session 2   11:15 – 12:00        Location:  Room 304                45 min 

 
ESL Employers Panel                             Discussion 
By:     Jack Bailey - SBCC CE                       A, CC, C/U, IEP, G 
 
Find Out: Where are the jobs? What does it take to get them? When and how to apply? 
Short employer presentations will be followed by Q and A.  
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Session 2   11:15 – 12:00        Location:  Room 305                45 min 

 
Presentation Tools & Techniques 
By: Bonnie Blakely  - Santa Barbara City College                          Demonstration  
                        S, A, CC, C/U, IEP 
 
Learn techniques and tools you can use to help your students become more 
comprehensible. Become familiar with a couple of websites they can use and see how 
important visual cues are in verbal communication.  
 
 
Session 2   11:15 – 12:00        Location:  Room 306                45 min 

 
Student-centered classroom for adult ESL beginners                  Paper 
By:   Yifeng Hong  - The University of Pennsylvania, Graduate School of Education 
                A, CC, IEP, G, NNL 
  
This is a presentation about an action research project on student-centered classroom 
for adult ESL, confronting common problems for NNS ESL teachers in four parts: 
introduction, planning and methodology, experiment and outcomes, reflection. It 
introduces scaffold instructions other specific teaching techniques and activities that are 
critical to a successful student-centered classroom.  
 
 
Session 2   11:15 – 12:00        Location:  Room 307                45 min 

 
Party Time!               
By:    Buck Butler – Kaplan at SBCC                 Demonstration 
                     A, CC, C/U, IEP 
It's Party Time! -- The first day of class can create apprehension for any student. For ESL 
learners who have come from another country it can be even more so. New language, 
new friends, new culture, new customs, new food. This is a simple, but controlled, 
exercise not only to put your students at ease, but to give them a sense of success and 
confidence by producing the English language immediately.  
 
Session 2   11:15 – 12:00        Location:  Room 308                45 min 

 
Best Practices in Grammar Teaching                 Demonstration 
By:    Annette Acosta   - Cambridge University Press                    A, CC, C/U, IEP 
    
Students are always looking for ways to improve their grammar. This session focuses on: 
the importance of context – is a structure used more in spoken or written language, 
teaching prepositions effectively, engaging students in editing activities, and ways 
grammar and writing intersect. Research-based strategies will be presented.  
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Session 2   11:15 – 12:00 Location:  Room ECC11 - Second of Two Sessions 45 min    

 
Interactive Vocabulary Development                      Workshop 
By:    Dr. Ann Lippincott - UCSB Teacher Education Program      E, S, CC, C/U                  
 
Teacher-participants in this interactive workshop will actually DO a variety of hands-on 
research-based activities that promote vocabulary development, with a special focus on 
academic language. Activities will include: Contextual Redefinition, Concept Circles, 
Mind Reader, and Give One-Get One. Teacher participants will also be introduced to 
List-Group-Label, OPIN (compared with CLOZE and Note Taking Scaffolding) and Terms-
Definitions Cut/Paste. 
   
   
Session 3   1:15 – 2:00      Location: Room 304    45 min 

 
Increase Students' Persistence and Success Through Goal-Setting   Strategies    
                                                        Demonstration    
By:  Laura Locken  -  Ventura Adult Ed                                                     A 
 
Increase your students' persistence and success through goal-setting strategies. 
Students are motivated when they see their improvement. With these techniques, your 
students will set realistic and relevant goals, make an action plan to achieve the goals, 
and delight to see proof of their progress in a tangible way. For the demonstration, the 
goals are taken from the Step Forward series, but the strategies can be applied to 
whatever text is used.  
 
 
Session 3   1:15 – 2:00      Location: Room 305    45 min 

 
Integrating Workplace Skills in the ESL Classroom             
Workshop 
By:  Ronna Magy - Los Angeles Unified School District             A, CC, C/U, TEW 
 
Recent policy underscores the need for developing a stronger workforce to build a 
stronger economy: a system which insures workers have the education and skills 
needed in the 21st Century. In this workshop, participants will: •Find out what 
employers say are essential skills •Discover ways to integrate transferable work skills in 
ESL classes •Learn collaborative activities that help students be valued employees. 
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Session 3   1:15 – 2:00      Location: Room 306    45 min 

 
Helping Students Break the Intermediate Barrier – Solving Syntax Problems                                          
By: Paul Mori          Kaplan/Westmont College                           Demonstration 
              CC, C/U, IEP 
    
Encore presentation. Have you ever had students that continued to make seemingly 
simple mistakes or just couldn’t put together a correct sentence, even though they 
know grammar and have a decent vocabulary? Many students who hit the 
“intermediate/high-intermediate” barrier can be helped with simple techniques that can 
benefit all your students.   
 
 
Session 3   1:15 – 2:00      Location: Room 307    45 min 

 
Designing Language Learning Tasks with Google Forms           Workshop 
By:    Clara Bauler – SBCC/UCSB                TEL 
 
Google Forms is a flexible technological tool that can be used to support language 
learning in all levels. Google Forms provides language teachers with a quick and fun-
looking way to design quizzes, collaborative tasks (e.g., interviews, polls, surveys), and 
feedback forms. In addition, Google Forms allows teachers to easily collect student data. 
This hands-on workshop is intended for all levels teachers who use or would like to use 
Google Forms to enhance their 21st-century language learning classroom.  
  
 
 
Session 3   1:15 – 2:00      Location: Room 308    45 min 

 
Using Extensive Reading to Create Enthusiastic Readers             Demonstration    
By:  Deborah Gordon - SBCC / UCSB Ext.          S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, G 
 
Many ESL students profess to dislike reading even in their own languages, let alone in 
English. The presenter has found that through the use of extensive reading, she has 
been successful in helping students to overcome this prejudice, and to change their 
reading habits. The presenter will demonstrate how she uses extensive reading to get 
students not only to read, but to derive pleasure from reading, as well. Handouts will be 
provided.  
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Session 3   1:15 – 2:00      Location:  Room ECC 11    45 min 

 
Vocational English, English for Specific Purposes            Workshop 
By:  Jack McGrath - Ventura Adult and Continuing Education                             A 
 
The Medical Literacy Bridge course is designed for advanced ESL students. Participants 
at this workshop will have the opportunity to examine the text created by the VACE 
staff. An interactive DVD will be shown and discussed, and a CD with the entire 
curriculum will be available for anyone interested. Get to Work: Construction is for 
beginner to advanced ESL learners. The text Get to Work: Construction will also be 
available to examine. It has a CD of the entire book in English and Spanish and the way 
the book is laid out it can be used to teach English or Spanish. Communication at the job 
site increases productivity and safety. Participants at the workshop can learn the names 
of tools in Spanish. If time permits I will have a discussion on curriculum writing.      
 
 
Session 4   2:15 – 3:00           Location: Room 304    45 min 

 
ESL Class Starters               
By: Jack Bailey & Marit Ter Mate-Martinsen – SBCC CE                                  Workshop 

E, S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, G 
 
Participants will learn about fun and educational activities that will encourage their 
students to arrive to class on time and ready to learn. Each activity can be completed in 
five to ten minutes and can readily incorporate late arriving students. 
 
 
 
Session 4   2:15 – 3:00           Location: Room 305    45 min 

 
"Executive Summary" ESL Student Orientation              Workshop 
By:  Michael Q Larson - ELS                            IEP 
 
ESL students come to the US with varying degrees of jet-lag, culture shock and English 
proficiency. "Executive Summary" ESL Student Orientation provides methods for rapidly 
orienting these students to minimize their stress and maximize their retention of critical 
facts. We will discuss selection, preparation and delivery of orientation content. I will 
also share our approaches to handbooks, tours and staff introduction.  
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Session 4   2:15 – 3:00           Location: Room 306    45 min 

 
New Directions for the Adult ESL Classroom               Demonstration 
By:     Eric Bredenberg - Heinle Cengage                      A, CC, C/U, IEP, TEW 
 
Adult Education ESL is changing with an even greater emphasis on transitioning students 
into various career pathways. There are numerous student needs and ever increasing 
requirements for the teacher. Explore innovative methods, materials, and tools to 
transition your adult ESL students to academic or workplace success. And don’t wait 
until the advanced level! Free samples provided. Beginning through advanced levels.  
 
 
Session 4   2:15 – 3:00           Location: Room 307    45 min 

 
And….Action! Best Ways (and Best Reasons) to Video-Record Student  Presentations  
By:      Randall Rightmire   SBCC / UCSB               Demonstration 
            G, TEL 
   
Students prepare hard for a successful class presentation. So how can we increase 
learning value for the presenter? By reviewing video recordings, students can self 
evaluate for oral language skills from pronunciation to body language. And in one-on-
one conferences, evaluation merges with contextualized mini-lessons. This 
demonstration will include sample videos, revealing the do’s and don’ts of camera 
angles, microphones, lighting, ambient noise, digital file management, and more—even 
features to look for in your next camera. 
 
 
Session 4   2:15 – 3:00         Location: Room 305 - First of two sessions  45 min 

 
Reading Fluency                 Workshop 
By:     Beverly Schwartzberg – Santa Barbara Public Library               A 
 
Have fun and get ready-to-use teaching ideas in this workshop! Fluency is one 
component of successful reading. Just as building vocabulary, grammar, and phonics 
skills helps students improve comprehension and comfort, fluency practice promotes 
vital language skills. It's an important piece of the equation that's sometimes omitted. 
Get useful, hands-on ideas for helping adult learners develop fluency—the ability to 
read smoothly and quickly with comprehension. You'll receive ideas and materials 
you can put to work immediately! 
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Session 4   2:15 – 3:00           Location:  Room ECC11    45 min 

 
Community Based ESL                   Workshop 
By:  Paul Rogers – PUMAROSA             A, TEL, NNL, TEW 
   
Due to cutbacks in funding, more and more ESL classes are offered in libraries, 
community centers, churches, etc. What is needed is a coordination of resources in any 
given community so as to better benefit the adult English learners whom we serve. ESL 
programs under the auspices of community colleges or adult education could serve as 
the center for the coordination and dissemination of these resources. This type of 
approach also would probably attract funding from a variety of sources. 
 
 
Session 5   3:15 – 4:00         Location:  Room 304    45 min 

 
Cultural Assimilation                       Workshop 
By:    Christina Paizanis - SBCC CE and Kaplan International                            E, S, A, CC, C/U 
       
Cultural Assimilation Techniques This seminar will be a time for reflection and inner 
observation of what makes us alike and what makes us different. Christina will share 
tried and true techniques for assimilating both abroad and in the US. Throughout the 
seminar, we will share tricks and discussion topics to break the cultural ice. This seminar 
will be broken into 3 parts. Icebreaker exercises Group Discussions Interactive games 
and simulations. We will focus on hands-on teaching techniques with a conversational 
approach. This class will be engaging, informative and entertaining. Christina Paizanis is 
an ESL instructor at both SBCC Adult Ed and Kaplan International who has lived and 
worked in numerous countries outside the US. 
 
 
Session 5   3:15 – 4:00           Location: Room 305    45 min 

 
Teaching Coherence & Cohesion                   Demonstration 
By:    Belinda Braunstein UC Merced                    CC, C/U, IEP  
    
Non-native speakers in college and university classes must produce writing that has 
both cohesion and coherence if they are to succeed in writing tasks across majors. In 
this session, the presenter demonstrates techniques for teaching students to recognize 
good and poor coherence, common cohesive devices, and the importance of addressing 
both in their writing. Participants will get ideas for teaching these elements in an 
engaging way that they can use in academic writing classes 
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Session 5  3:15 – 4:00           Location: Room 306    45 min 

 
Course Packets as a Primary Text              Paper  
By:    Anthony Halderman  Cuesta College / CATESOL           CC 
 
Course packets, in substitution of textbooks, offer both benefits and challenges. As 
textbook costs soar, course packets in higher education offer a viable alternative. 
Explore the pros and cons of course packets as a primary text.  
 
 
Session 5   3:15 – 4:00           Location: Room 307 1 hour special  60 min 

 
Lemons for Lemonade: A Year Teaching in Afghanistan                Workshop  
By:    Jaala A. Thibault   SBCC                   G 

 
Do you ever wonder how to turn challenges into successes? In this workshop, the 
presenter will describe her time as an English Language Fellow in Afghanistan and use 
the problems that she faced, and solutions she came up with, as examples of how to 
deal with challenges we all face daily as English Language teachers. Levels: All  
 
 
Session 5   3:15 – 4:00           Location: Room 305 -Second of two Sessions 45 min 

 
Reading Fluency                 Workshop 
By:     Beverly Schwartzberg – Santa Barbara Public Library               A 
 
Have fun and get ready-to-use teaching ideas in this workshop! Fluency is one 
component of successful reading. Just as building vocabulary, grammar, and phonics 
skills helps students improve comprehension and comfort, fluency practice promotes 
vital language skills. It's an important piece of the equation that's sometimes omitted. 
Get useful, hands-on ideas for helping adult learners develop fluency—the ability to 
read smoothly and quickly with comprehension. You'll receive ideas and materials 
you can put to work immediately! 
 
 
Session 5  3:15 – 4:00           Location: Room ECC11    45 min 

 
Digital Media and the Benefits of Classroom Observations          Demonstration 
By: Brenda Hager - APU/ELS Language Centers   E, S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, G, NNL 
 
Our presentation encompasses a review of the benefits and snags of peer- and self-
evaluations in the classroom. The presentation includes digital footage of myself 
teaching and my colleague’s peer-evaluation. We examine specific classroom tasks (e. g. 
lesson openings and closures). In addition, the effects of critical rather than constructive 
criticism will be explored in an effort to understand how to face this type of criticism. 
This presentation is appropriate for all language levels: beginning through advanced.  
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Legend: 
Below is the key to identifying educational levels for presentations. 
 
Levels: 
E = Elementary 
S= Secondary 
A=Adult 
CC = Community College 
C/U = University 
IEP = Intensive English Program 
G = General 
IC = Intercultural Communications 
TEL = Technology-Enhanced Language Learning 
NNL = Non-native Language Educators’ Issues 
TEW = Teaching English in the Workplace 


